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thalamocortical system 
generates (some) EEG 
rhythms

Hobson 1989
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the thalamocortical circuit

Cx



tonic and burst firing modes
in thalamic cells



T-current wake-up modulators

burst and tonic information transfer

Hirsch et al. 1983

McCormick & Feeser 1990

McCormick & Pape 1990



part I.

fine mechanism of 
sleep spindles



Grimm & Grimm 1812

- 7-15 Hz oscillations
- stage II. sleep
- involved in learning
- correlate with 

intelligence

sleep spindles are...



von Krosigk et al. 1993

- TC burst evokes nRT burst
- nRT burst inhibits TC cells
- TC cells fire a rebound burst
- and so on...

sleep spindles are generated in the thalamus
by the interplay of TC and nRT neurons



open question: how are spindles

- initiated?

- terminated?

- enhancement of Ih in TC cells (Luthi & McCormick 1998)
- hyperpolarization in nRT cells (Kim & McCormick 1998)
- desynchronization by corticothalamic bombardment (Bonjean et al. 2011)

- what determines their duration?



silicon probe recording in primary 
somatosensory thalamus (VPM)
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alignment problem

TC

nRT



two types of spikes in VPM

100 ms

Barthó, Slézia ... Acsády, 2014



somatic-axonal dual recording of a single nRT
cell



TC somata and nRT axon terminals

wide

narrow
100 ms

thalamic MUA



6 cycle spindles                                   14 cycle spindles

TC and nRT firing patterns during spindles

100 ms 100 ms



TC and nRT timing is unchanged

synchrony is unchanged

TC-nRT cycle by cycle CCG

6 cycle spindles                                14 cycle spindles

6 cycle spindles                                14 cycle spindles



TC and nRT firing rate changes during spindles

6 cycle spindles                                14 cycle spindles



either the probability of participating changes...

...or the number of spikes/burst

spindle length (number of cycles)



initial participation probability 
determines the following spindle
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desynchronized

deep

spindling

optogenetically induced spindles vary with 
arousal level

(light urethane sedation, PV-ChR mouse, nRT stimulation)



stimulus strength has no effect on 
spindle duration

pulse duration pulse intensity



spindle duration varies with the network state



summary I.

- spindles of different lengths show different population 
trajectories

- timing and jitter is relatively unchanged during spindles

- drop in inhibitory activity triggers spindle termination

- spindle duration is determined by the ongoing network state, 
rather than induction parameters



part II.

corticothalamic feedback 
and network state



layer 6 feedback

- massive glutamatergic projection 
(up to 50% of synapses in thalamus)

- function unknown 

- shaping of thalamic receptive fields as a 
function of attention ?

- termination of sleep spindles ?

- may act as a modulator ?
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L6



drivers and modulators
(Sherman & Guillery)

origin subcortical, cortical L5 cortical L6

terminals few, large many, small

target proximal dendrites distal dendrites

release sites multiple single

postsynaptic receptors iGluR iGlur, mGluR

response all or none graded



TC

nRt

L6

questions

L6 effect on single cells

- TC cells (direct excitation? indirect inhibition?)
- nRT cells

L6 effect on the network

- L6 effect on network oscillations
- can L6 stimulation change the network state



what is the net effect of  
corticothalamic feedback

on thalamic cells?



NTSR1-ChR mice express 
channelrhodopsin

in L6 corticothalamic cells only
(photo from Gensat)
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L6 tonically excites nRT
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L6 can induce 
both excitation and  

inhibition in TC cells
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· 0.5 mW
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strength of L6 activation affects
excitation / inhibition profile
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network state 
affects 

excitation / inhibition 
profile

· desynchronized
· synchronized



how does corticothalamic activation
affect network oscillations?



phasic L6 activation can induce spindles
in VPM/VPL

100 ms
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L6 induces spindles depending on network state 
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can layer 6 corticothalamic feedback
induce a state change 

in the thalamocortical circuit?
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video by Sándor Borbély

tonic corticothalamic activation
switches the network from spindling to delta mode
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tonic corticothalamic activation
switches the network from spindling to delta mode



stage II. sleep stage III. sleep

- before
- after

- before
- after

tonic corticothalamic activation
switches the network from spindling to delta mode

(pooled data)



video by Sándor Borbély

strong corticothalamic activation desynchronizes the 
network



strong corticothalamic activation desynchronizes the 
network
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strong corticothalamic activation desynchronizes the 
network
(pooled data)

stage II. sleep stage III. sleep

- before
- after

- before
- after



corticothalamic modulation is local

local L6 activation

1 mm apart
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stage 2, weak tonic stage 3, weak tonic stage 3, strong tonicstage 2, strong tonic



stage II.

sleep

stage III.

sleep

desynchronized

state

high frequency weak

low frequency

L6

conclusion:

L6 corticothalamic feedback
modulates local network state 

in a pattern-specific manner
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